Abstract. The following problem of Fuchs is considered: relate the abelian groups A and B assuming Tor(^4, G) = Tor(fl, G) for all reduced abelian groups G . A complete characterization is obtained in any set-theoretic universe in which E(k) is valid for a proper class of regular cardinals k .
T-equivalent if
(a) fA(ri) = /b(«) for all n < co, and (b) for some direct sums of cyclics X and Y, A® X = B @Y.
We show that if A and B are P-equivalent, then they satisfy problem 50 (Theorem 2). Conversely, if A and B satisfy problem 50 and there is a regular cardinal k greater than the ranks of A and B such the E(k) is valid, we show that A and B must be P-equivalent (Theorem 4; we review these set-theoretic terms later). In particular, we have a solution for problem 50 in any set-theoretic universe in which E(k) is valid for a proper class of regular cardinals. This will be true, for example, in the constructible universe. We first review the treatment of Ulm invariants contained in [5] . If Z is a valuated group and a is an ordinal, let kz(a) be the kernel of the map Z(a)/Z(a+ 1) ^ Z(a+ \)/Z(a + 2), so fz(a) is the dimension of kz(a) as a Zp-vector space. If Z is a subgroup of Y and, for z £ Z , v(z) = hty(z), then the ath relative Ulm invariant, fy,z(a), is the dimension of the cokernel of the induced injection kz(a) -> kY(a). It follows that fy(a) = fy,z(a) + fz(a).
We apply this in Lemma 1. Suppose A and B are T-equivalent. Then there are direct sums of cyclics X and Y such that (a) fA®x(n) = fA(n) = 7b(") = /fler(") for all n<oj, and (b) A®X^B®Y.
Proof. For some direct sums of cyclics X' and Y', A ® X' = B ® Y'; we identify these and call the result 77. Let G = A n B. Note that for all g £ G,
ht^(e?) = ht//(g) = htB(g), so idG: G -» G preserves heights computed in A and B, respectively. Since A/G embeds in Y', it is a direct sum of cyclics; similarly, B/G is a direct sum of cyclics. Let / = fA = fB . If G is given the valuation induced by the height function on 77, then for every n < a>, fA,c(n) + fG(n) = f(n) = fB ,G(n) + fG(n).
Let X be a direct sum of cyclics such that fx(n)+fA,G(n) = 7b,g(") whenever fA,G(n) < fB,G(n). and fx(n) = 0 otherwise. Similarly, let Y be a direct sum of cyclics such that fY(n) +fB,G(n) = fA,G(n) whenever fB,G(n) < fA,c(n), and fy(n) = 0 otherwise. It follows that for all n < co, Proof. Let X and Y be as in Lemma 1. We will be done if we can show Tot(A , G) = Tor(^®X, G) for all reduced G, since similar isomorphisms will be true for B and A® X = B ®Y. It is readily checked that our hypothesis guarantees that for every n < co, r(p"A) = r(p"(A ® X)). By [3, 64.4] for any groups Af and N and ordinal a there is an equation
If Tor(A, G) is a direct sum of cyclic groups then so is Tor(A ® X, G), and it follows from (*) that Tor(^, C7) = Tor(^4 ® X, G). In particular, if either A or G is bounded, the isomorphism follows. Suppose both A and G are unbounded. If Z is isomorphic to a basic subgroup of Tox(A, G), it follows from (*) that Z =■ Z ® Z . By [6, 1.7 ] Tor(,4, G) * Tot(A , G) ® Z . Since
Tori^, G) is a direct sum of cyclics and by (*), fr0r{x,G)(n) < fz(n) for all n < co, it follows that Z = Z ® Tot(X , G). Therefore,
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We now review some notions from set theory. Suppose a is a limit ordinal. A subset C C a is a cub if it is closed (in the order topology) and unbounded. A subset S C a is stationary if for every cub C C a, S(~)C ^ 0. The cofinality of a is the minimal cardinality of its unbounded subsets. A cardinal k is regular if it has cofinality k . If k is a regular cardinal, then E(k) is the following statement:
There is a stationary subset S C k such that (1) every a £ S is a limit ordinal of countable cofinality, and (2) for every limit ordinal a < k , a(lS is not a stationary subset of a.
If G is a group of cardinals, then a collection of subgroups {Wj}j<a whose union is G is a K-filtration if for every j < a, Wj = (J,<; Wi+X and \Wj\ < \G\.
Theorem 3. Suppose k is a regular cardinal for which E(k) is valid and S c k is as in the definition of E(k) . Then there is a group G of cardinality k with a K-filtration {Wj}j<K consisting of pure subgroups, such that whenever j < I <k and j £ S, Wi/Wj = ZpX, ® M, where M is a direct sum of cyclics.
Proof. For every i < k and m < co, let C'm = 1pm and 7i; = ©m<m Cm . For a moment, fix j £ S and let xx, x2, x3, ... be a strictly increasing sequence . Therefore, 7t7(C7) c C7, so that G = Gj® Gj. In addition C77 will be generated by ©(<> 7i' and the Z, for / < j with i £ S. In particular, |C7;| = |j'| ■ co0. Finally, let Wj -U,</ Gj • Clearly these form a /c-filtration of G by pure subgroups. We claim that Gj is a direct sum of cyclics for all j < k . We prove this by induction. Since Gj+X = Gj ® BJ, the interesting case is where j is a limit ordinal. Let g: p -► j -S be a strictly increasing function whose image is a cub. For each P < p, Gg^) is a direct sum of cyclics which is a summand of G, hence, of Gg^+X^. Note that if a < p is a limit, then g(a) is not in S, so that Gg(a) = Wg(a). Therefore, Wj = ©)J</( Gg^+X)/Gg^) is a direct sum of cyclics. Note that if j £ S, then C77 = Wj and the claim follows, and if j £ S, then Gj is generated by Wj, and Z,, hence, Gj/Wj = Zpaa . There is a decomposition W}■ -K ® L, where L is a countable subgroup containing Wj n Zj. Clearly K is a direct sum of cyclics, and since L + Zj is countable, it is a direct sum of cyclics, also. Therefore G}■■ = K ® (L + Zj) is a direct sum of cyclics, as required.
Note that from the last paragraph, if j: £ S and j < I < k , then Zpoc =• Gj/Wj C ^/1*} C C7//W,, and therefore Wi/Wj = Zpoo ® Af, where Af C C7//C77-is a direct sum of cyclics.
Let X be the supremum of the values of k for which E(k) is valid. So X is either a cardinal or the symbol oo if E(k) is valid for a proper class of regular cardinals.
Observe We conclude with a discussion of the condition X = oo . As noted above, this is true in V = L. More generally, if there is a proper class of successor cardinals in L which are also cardinals in V, then X = oo [2, VI, 3.6] . This holds, for example, when 0# does not exist [2, VI, 3.16] . The condition X < oo is related to the existence of large cardinals of certain types. For example, if X < oo, then it is consistent that the measurable cardinals form a proper class (this follows from [2, VI, 3 .17], since there are arbitrarily large singular cardinals). Conversely, if there is a LCOl ^-compact cardinal, then we can conclude that X < oo [2, VI, 3.18] . Note that if X < oo , it is still possible that any two groups satisfying problem 50 are T-equivalent, but some other technique will have to be employed to prove this.
